
policies of governments. It is more than 50 years that inauspicious and disastrous phenom-
enon of rural migrant to cities because of arhythmical development caused many problems 
for governments. Also the absence of modern processing industries has made abed to mass 
emigration from villages.

his problem ill involve all the future governments ith this disagreeable dif cult.    

In last weeks poultry cost has fallen strictly and many of producers lost their invests. 
So some of poultry producers gathered in front of presidential building. They tried to 
attract responsibles look to poultry industry.
To function a balance in market, support animal affair company began to buy and store 
poultry from slaughter houses. 
Eng, Hassan zade, managing director of poultry union was worried about the condition 
and said: the support animal affair company must buy in concentrate the poultry from 
coopratives at least 64000 RLS. 

Low cost poultry in Iran

Villagers emigration, the endless 
plight for all governments

The leading article in this issue is to allocate 1.5 milliard dollar to create employment 
and develop rural regions.

. Ansari while con rmed on this direction, but criticized the e panding of this 
amount, because one of the president assistants, Dr. Razvani, has said: we will estab-
lish 1000 villages by this amount.
It is worth to remind that we have more than 6000 villages with more than 50 years 
age in the country. It is better to spend this amount to develop processing industries in 
full modern technologies, in small size.

e have to warn that e pending this credit in cash to help the villagers, will high the 
in ation and will cause many problems to governments. e recommend, these dollars 
must e pand to produce and create employment for villagers.

It is clear that interpellate is the legal right for every representative in Islamic Con-
sultative Assembly. But the reprentitives use it in a wrong way. We see this legal right 
is changed to a rant to force on ministers to catch illegal rights. It is believed that this 
way is very commonplace and has no any relation to defend on farmers or other people 
rights.
Interpellate plan on Eng. Hojatti, agriculture minister only 40 days after the vote of 
con dence, is not along the farers rights. ne reason around this matter is the incapa-
bility of the ministry to convince public opinion,

Interpellation, right or rant
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